
Meeting Report

May 4, 2017

Twenty-five members attended the meeting (a new attendance record).  Much food was brought out, 
left over from the Photo Exhibition.  Next year we need to remind people of this tradition so they don't 
have dinner beforehand! 

Items discussed were:

Photo Exhibition

• 9th Annual Photo Exhibition
◦ Excellent Photo Exhibition

▪ comments were positive
▪ people were engaged in what they were seeing
▪ slideshows were enjoyed

◦ Improvements to consider:
▪ need to get the microphone working because people at the back of the hall cannot hear 

the presenters;
▪ slideshow presentation was a bit too long; target for 45 minutes and 3-4 minutes per 

slideshow;
• this was my fault; I was shooting for an hour, got 55 minutes, but now realize that 

bums can't comfortably take that long on the hard chairs;
▪ sound to be set at -20dB

• it would be nice to find a way to level the sound for all slideshows
• Derek will investigate how to do this.

▪ There was one area where the space was too tight; that was because a shared board was 
between two projecting boards, so four photographers were in the space; next time make
sure the shared boards are positioned in more open space;

▪ two display boards were on the left side of the screen, which resulted in part of the 
screen being blocked from view; need to reposition those boards; it was suggested that 
we wrap around the corner into the alcove; we also might want to add one or two more 
boards although that does create a problem when transporting the boards since there 
may not be space for any more boards in Larry's horse trailer (buy a taller trailer, eh 
Larry!);

◦ We decided that next year's Photo Exhibition, our 10th, will be on April 28, 2018 (Set Up 
Day) and April 29, 2018 (Exhibition Day); 

◦ Some people asked whether the photos were for sale;
▪ it is not clear whether the Hall rental fee would change if photos were for sale;
▪ Derek will check with Wendy Chase;
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▪ Nigel suggested that any advertising be low-keyed; for example, mention in the program
and in the introductory remarks that if anyone was interested in buying any of the photos
that they talk to the photographer, and that we do not post prices or other advertising on 
the display boards;

◦ We might want to incorporate a break in the slideshow presentations so viewers could stand,
stretch and ease bottoms;
▪ We need to position extra chair piles at strategic points; late comers dribble in 

throughout the slideshow presentations and, at the moment, stand at the back even 
though empty chairs are available;

▪ we should try to emphasize that people should arrive before the slideshows begin (but 
some people can only come for a limited time so cannot stay long enough see both the 
slideshows and the displays);

◦ Raffle:
▪ we learned that most people want the 3 for $5 option, so we could significantly reduce 

the number of single tickets available for sale (we only sold eight of them);
▪ the funds we earned cannot be used for general operating costs;

• we will use $200 to cover the Hall rental
• we will use $60 to cover the cost of the three extra Coroplast we have as spares;
• we will keep the remainder to cover future one-off expenses.

The Secret Door Gallery, Brambles Bakery and Cafe, Merritt

We have an opportunity to display BLPG photos in Merritt for the month of June.  Note: art works 
displayed in the Secret Gallery in the past have been for sale; we can do the same with our 
photographs.  Since we have photos that we've just displayed in the Photo Exhibition, here's an 
opportunity to show them again and offer them for sale.

A show of hands indicated considerable interest.  I will find out more about the total hanging space 
available.  The plan would be to do the installation during the day and have an opening party in the 
evening.  Food will be provided free of charge (one of the owners, my daughter-in-law, Dorothy 
Molnar, owes me free food for life!).  Many bus tours are now stopping in Merritt and quite a few stop 
at Brambles, so the exposure will be good.  There are hanger wires so we can hang multiple photos, one
above the other, on one wire.
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If you are interested in taking part in this Brambles show, please email me.  More details will 
follow in the next few days.

Eakin Creek Canyon Photo Outing

• On Sunday, May 6, there is a Photo Outing to Eakin Creek Canyon Provincial Park.
• We meet at the Lac des Roches viewpoint at 0845 for an 0900 departure
• Because of high water levels, we are unlikely to be able to get all the way to the Falls (unless 

you have mountain goat tendencies), but the remainder of the creek will be rapid filled and 
exciting.

• We'll count this as part of our volunteer effort for the Park, so bring one of: a small garbage 
bag, a rake, a shovel, a mattock, a swede saw or any other small implement

• We are bound to have to do some light work on the trail as we go in. 
• I'll have a chain saw just in case there are bigger windfalls down over the trail.

Ancient Forest Field Trip

• Dates are Friday, May 12th to Sunday, May 14th.
• So far 10-12 people are coming.
• I continue to refine the itinerary (see the link below for the latest) by will stop doing so on May 

10th; those coming please download and print the latest copy and bring it with you.
• You can get the detailed itinerary from https://www.dropbox.com/s/leeh35dgpv2pw19/Ancient

%20Forest.pdf?dl=0

Sharon “Bubbles” Jensen Workshop

A number of people, having seen Sharon's wonderful bubbles photos at the PE want to know how it is 
done, have requested that Sharon put on a workshop, and she agreed.  So, we'll build it into the 
Activities Schedule, probably in October or November.

We looked at 22 photos, provided by: Alamaz Durand, Diane Sullivan, Doerte Pavlik, Gloria 
Melnychuk, and Nigel Hemingway.   All the photos, including some from Doug Boyce, can be found 
under Recent Photos on the BLPG website (http://bridgelakephotogroup.com ) as well as on each 
photographer's showcase page.

Because of the extensive discussion about the Photo Exhibition, there was no time for video watching, 
only for some more left over food cleanup.
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